How to Innovate Intelligently

1. Maximize productivity and automate: With modern technology, your organization can harness the benefits of intelligent automation to streamline operations, reduce costs, and improve efficiency. Intelligent automation enables the use of AI to automate repetitive tasks, freeing up your team to focus on more creative and strategic work.

2. More insight with intelligent insights: PowerStore with CloudIQ detects potential threats and opportunities, allowing your IT team to react quickly and effectively. By integrating AI-powered insights with data analytics, your organization can make data-driven decisions and stay ahead of the curve.

3. Work confidently with intelligent privacy: Work confidently with secure and compliant options at the edge. Intelligent Devices make it possible for employees to easily collaborate and work from anywhere. Dell Latitude devices deliver secure privacy, ensuring that your team can work confidently without compromising data security.

4. Accelerate innovation with intelligent solutions: Optimize your performance across cases and clouds. Intelligent infrastructure offers a highly flexible platform that can adapt to changing needs. With Dell Technologies, you have an ally with the technology expertise, resources, and commitment to help you innovate and evolve.

How Dell Technologies Enables Intelligent Innovation:

1. Simplify the Edge: Deploy intelligent automation and real-time infrastructure visibility on PowerEdge Servers and PowerStore with CloudIQ to ensure IT teams can respond quickly to changing needs and react to threats and opportunities immediately.

2. Maximize productivity: PowerEdge Servers and PowerStore with CloudIQ detect potential threats and opportunities that your IT teams can react quickly to. By integrating AI-powered insights with data analytics, your organization can make data-driven decisions and stay ahead of the curve.

3. Ensure privacy: Work confidently with secure and compliant options at the edge. Intelligent Devices make it possible for employees to easily collaborate and work from anywhere. Dell Latitude devices deliver secure privacy, ensuring that your team can work confidently without compromising data security.

4. Anticipate benefits: By embracing intelligent solutions for IT, Dell Technologies helps your team to focus on creativity and innovation. Dell Technologies roll out a suite of intelligent solutions that are designed to drive business results and deliver a competitive advantage.

Learn more about the benefits of intelligent insights: [https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/12month-manufacturers-perspectives-on-modernizing-with-smart-and-predict/](https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/12month-manufacturers-perspectives-on-modernizing-with-smart-and-predict/)